
EVAI.UATING TANDEM TESTING A5
AN INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL

For several years manv of the faculty members in our
psvchologv department have utilized a tandem testing
procedure in our classes. This procedure allor.r's students
to test in pairs and began as a response to a change in
our student population. Our student population saw an
increase in first-generation college students, students
r.t'ho had little background or experience in the expecta-
tions and demands of college. By empo\a'ering students
\^'ith more control over their educational experience
(through choices in the type of testing situation they
might use), rve sought to ease their transition into post-
secondary education. We have found that the majority
of students prefer tandem testing. Further, incidents of
academic dishonesty har.e dropped to nearly zero in
classes in which tandem testine is used.

When tandem testing is offered as an option, the
general procedure is for students to take the first exam
individually. They are then gir.en the option to test rvith
a partner for all subsequent exams. The choice of a

partner is theirs as is their continuance r,r'ith tandem
testing. Thus, students may try tandem testing and go
back to individual testing if they rvish. They mav also
change testing partners if thev rvish.

Students almost universally appreciate the option
(even if they elect not to use it), $.ith participation
ranging frorn 66% to 1009/o of any class- When ques-
tioned informally, students state that they believe
tandem testing helps them and improves their grades.
When we have described r'l'hat we were doins to other
fdcultv, their primdrv con(ern rvas wheLher this proce's
r'vould lead to grade inflation. Therefore, we decided to
examine test grades to determine whether tandem
testing inflates grades. Additionally, we examined
rvhether any improvement is universal or applies onlv
to certain abilitv levels of students.

Poriiciponis
\Ve compared test scores for high-ability and low-
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ability students over three tests for two sections of day
students and tr.r'o sections of evenins students enrolled
in an intrc,ductorv psychology class in a large soufh-
'w'estern community college. A total of 80 students
participated in the study.

We did not use students who dropped the course or
mir\ed more than one exam. High-performing >lu<lents
scored above 70 on the first exap. lor.performing
students scored belorv 70 on the first exam. This crite-
rion r,r'as chosen because a 70 is the lowest score for a
grade of C, the minimum grade for transferring credit to
most other institutions.

Procedure
All students took their first test individuallv These

test scores rvere a sla ndard of com Da rison tor luture
lests tdken individualll or in tandem. Studenl\ alrvays
had the option of testing individuallv The tandem
condition paired two students (or, in rare cases of odd
numbers of total students r /ishins to use tandem
testing, three.tudents). Before rve returned grades to
students, we asked for voluntary informal feedback
about their reaction to cooperative testing and the effect
they expected it to have on their grade.

Resuhs
We compared all grades from the first test lvith

grades from tests tr'vo and five. Grades from test two
and test five u'ere significantly higher than grades from
the first test. To see i,r'hether this increase in srades
applied to all studentq, rr,e compared the scores of high-
and lor,r-performing students from tests two and five
with the first test. There $'ere no sisnificant differences
irr scores for high-ability students.

To determine whether the significant difference in
scores from the first test to the second and fifth tests was
due to the use of tandem testing, we compared scores
from individuals testins alone with scores of students
testing in tandem. In all cases, we found no significant
differences.

The'e re'ults indic.rfe thdt [est scores increase or er
the course of the semester. This increase is due to the
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increased performance of low-ability students. How-
ever, this increase in performance does not appear to be
due to the use of tandem testing. Since there is no
significant difference in achievement in test grades
lvhen using tandem testing, the use of tandem testing
does not appear to create grade inflation.

Discussion
The results indicate that there is no significant

difference in test grades between those students who
tested individually and those who chose to test in
tandem. These findings suggest that tandem testing
does not necessarily improve test scores.

Further, the results imply that test scores for high-
performing students do not significantly increase over
the course of the semester. Additionally, ir-rdividual
versus tandem conditions do not make a difference in
high-achieving student scores.

Lowperforming students show significant increases
in test scores during the semester Howevet these
increases are not the result of testing individually or in
tandem. Therefore, improvement in test scores for lo$-
per{orming students occurs whether or not the students
use tandem testing.

Since there were no significant differences between
individual and tandem testing, tandem testing as

described here does not result in grade inflation.
Why did tandem testing not appear to imProve

student performance? Students had no specific training
in tandem testing. Moreover, students selected their
own testing partner and could change partners if they
rn'ished during the semester.

So, if cooperative testing does not increase achieve-
ment for either high- or lor,v-achieving students, what
are its benefits? Qualitative data gathered after each test
suggest that one benefit may be the reduction of test
anxiety. Students reported that having the opportunity
to talk with others during the exam drastically reduced
their anxiety leveLs. In our experience, many first-time,
first-generation college students, older students, and
nontraditional students exhibit an excess of arousal in
testing situations. Surprisingly, they believed that their
grades improve with tandem testing.

Moreover, students said that the exam is a learning
experience. They have the opportunity to explain
material they know and to hear explanations about
material they do not know when in discussion with
other students. This process, they believe, increases their
understanding and helps them better learn the material.

The advantages of tandem testing may Iie in the eye
of the beholder. Students participating in tandem testing
experience less anxiety and believe that they are doing
better academically. They perceive that they have more
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freedom and a greater responsibility for their education.
Perhaps this translates into more and better learning
that is not evident ill the testing situation. Finally, is it
too much of a stretch to believe that tandem testing is
part of this process of cooperative learning?

Therefore, even if there are no demonstrable achieve-
ment gains with tandem testing, the decrease in anxiety
that students report and the students' perception of the
course, the subject matter, and their achievement may
yield extremely reliable benefits in other arenas and
other courses.
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